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Abstract—Thai language is considered as a non-segmented 
language where words are a string of symbols without explicit 
word boundaries, and also the structure of written Thai 
language is highly ambiguous.  This problem causes an 
indexing technique has become a main issue in Thai text 
retrieval.  To construct an inverted index for Thai texts, an 
index terms extraction technique is usually required to 
segment texts into index term schemes.  Although index terms 
can be specified manually by experts, this process is very time 
consuming and labor-intensive.  Word segmentation is one of 
the many techniques that are used to automatically extract 
index terms from Thai texts. However, most of the word 
segmentation techniques require linguistic knowledge and the 
preparation of these approaches is time consuming.  An n-
gram based approach is another automatic index terms 
extraction method that is often used as indexing technique for 
Asian languages including Thai.  This approach is language 
independent which does not require any linguistic knowledge 
or dictionary.   Although the n-gram approach out performs 
many indexing techniques for Asian languages in term of 
retrieval effectiveness, the disadvantage of n-gram approach is 
it suffers from large storage space and long retrieval time.  In 
this paper we present the frequent max substring mining to 
extract index terms from Thai texts.  Our method is language-
independent and it does not rely on any dictionary or language 
grammatical knowledge.  Frequent max substring mining is 
based on text mining that describes a process of discovering 
useful information or knowledge from unstructured texts.  This 
approach uses the analysis of frequent max substring sets to 
extract all long and frequently-occurred substrings.  We aim to 
employ the frequent max substring mining algorithm to 
address the drawback of n-gram based approach by keeping 
only frequent max substrings to reduce disk space requirement 
for storing index terms and to reduce the retrieval time in 
order to deal with the rapid growth of Thai texts. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
he amount of electronically stored information in Thai 
language has rapidly grown in the past few years and the 
number of these documents is still continually increasing. 
This makes information extraction (IE) as one of the more 
essential techniques for extracting index terms from Thai 
texts [1] - [3] in information retrieval [4], [5].  IE refers to 
the extraction of index terms from the texts, which is 
prerequisite to information retrieval. The basic method of 
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information retrieval [5] is to use the index terms to retrieve 
documents that are likely to be relevant to the user’s query. 
The frequencies of index terms are also used to compute 
their relevance scores for ranking the retrieved documents.  
For European languages, the process of text indexing is 
straightforward. This is because European texts are 
explicitly segmented into word tokens by word delimiter 
such as space or other special characters. These tokenized 
words can then be indexed into the inverted index for 
efficient retrieval.  Unlike European languages, words in 
many Asian languages such as Chinese, Japanese and 
Korean are not explicitly delimited.  A sentence consisting 
of several words is a string of symbols without explicit word 
boundary delimiters to separate these words.  Thai language 
is also one of the non-segmented languages that written 
continuously as a sequence of characters without using word 
boundary delimiters.  Due to this problem, IE must be 
applied first to extract index terms for Thai texts.  IE refers 
to a process of discovering important keywords or index 
terms from unstructured texts for indexing.  Many 
information extraction techniques have been proposed to 
perform the index terms tokenization.  After which, these 
segmented index terms will be stored into the inverted index 
structure.  Most techniques are based on word segmentation 
which usually relies on any dictionary or requires the 
linguistic knowledge of the language [3], [6].  However, 
there is some other techniques which do not rely on 
language analysis. 
II. THAI INDEX TERMS EXTRACTION
In indexed Thai texts using an inverted index [5], word 
segmentation [6] – [10] is one of the most widely used 
information extraction techniques in Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). The word segmentation technique is used 
to perform the index terms tokenization.  The exploitation of 
word segmentation techniques for IE is not new and there 
are several approaches to Thai word segmentation.  The 
techniques for Thai word segmentation can be broadly 
classified into three approaches: Dictionary based [11], [12], 
Rule based [13] - [15] and Machine learning based 
approaches [16], [17].  Most of these approaches are 
language-dependent, they rely on language analysis or on 
the use of dictionary.  Also, the preparation of these 
methods is very time consuming.  Therefore, word 
segmentation has become a challenging task and one of the 
main issues in Natural Language Processing for Thai texts 
due to its non-segmented nature.   
Of the language-independent approaches for indexing 
technique, an n-gram based approach [18], [19] is an 
alternative method for extracting index terms from Thai 
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texts [20].  Since the n-gram based approach does not 
require any language knowledge and does not concern the 
meaning of word, this method is most widely used in many 
Asian languages [21] – [26] such as Chinese, Japanese and 
Korea (CJK) because these Asian languages share the 
similar difficulties in segmenting texts and specifying index 
terms.  This technique is acknowledged by many Asian 
researchers as a workable solution to information retrieval 
problem for Asian languages. It outperforms other word 
segmentation techniques in retrieval effectiveness, but 
suffers from high storage space and retrieval time.
III. FREQUENT MAX SUBSTRING
In this paper, we propose a substrings mining technique to 
classify terms called Frequent Max substrings [27] or FM 
from the input string where the word boundary and 
characteristic are not clearly defined.  We also allow the 
construction of the index file using trie data structure.  We 
aim to extend Vilo’s algorithm [28] for mining all frequent 
substrings by constructing only the subtrees of suffix trie 
that correspond to the frequent substrings of the string.  We 
selected Vilo’s algorithm as the starting point for this 
research because it is more efficient and scalable compared 
with other similar algorithms. However, if we can construct 
only subtrees that correspond to the frequent max substrings 
which contain all frequent substrings, it uses less space for 
storing all frequent substrings and more efficient for mining 
these substrings. 
In order to explain the concept, we first define the 
frequent max substring (FM). 
A.  Definition of frequent max substrings (FM) 
Frequent max substrings mining or FM mining is to mine 
frequent max substrings through a given threshold having no 
superstrings which have equal frequency.
Let a string T = (s1, s2,.....,sn)  where  si  for i  {1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6,..…….,n}  and  is a finite set of characters that 
has N symbols [30]. An integer     2 is a threshold. 
Let T = (s1, s2,.....,sn) be a string of length n.  A set of 
substrings of string T, or SPT, is a set of substrings t = 
<sj,…..,sk : f> of the string T ; where 1  j  k  n,  f  is 
the  frequency of t and m =   k – j + 1 is the length of the 
substring. 
Let  and  be members of SPT.  If  is a substring of , 
we call  a superstring of . This relation is denoted  
      .       
If  is a true substring of , ie,   , we denote 
  .       
A max substring of string T is a member of SPT that has 
no superstrings which have equal frequency. A set of max 
substrings is denoted MT : 
MT = {SPT| SPT,      and  
frequency() = frequency() } 
A set of frequent substrings of string T or FSPT is a set of 
substrings of string T that has frequency at least ; where 
FSPTSPT , as denoted  
FSPT  =  {SPT| frequency() 	 }
A set of frequent max substrings of string T or FMT is a 
subset of FSPT whose frequent substrings having no 
superstrings with equal frequency:  
FMT = {|FSPT and MT} 
Trie data structure is employed to find FM and to create 
the index file at the same time.  The basic strategy for 
constructing FM is to enumerate substrings with their 
frequencies. These substrings will then be correctly selected 
based on pre-defined frequency or threshold. The 
enumeration has to give correctly both all substrings and 
their frequencies. This requires an efficient enumeration 
method. Suffix trie structure [29] is an efficient enumeration 
method but it enumerates only substrings without their 
frequency information. If suffix trie could also keep 
frequencies of substrings, it could be exploited in finding 
FM.  The wotd (write-only top-down) suffix trie proposed 
by Vilo [28] keeps the starting position of substrings 
without their frequencies.  In this paper we propose the 
concept of frequent suffix trie (FST). The proposed FST is 
constructed by extending from Vilo’s suffix trie to find FM. 
The FST structure inherits the following properties from 
suffix trie structure: A) the frequency of parent substrings 
are always greater than or equal to the frequencies of its 
child substrings in the same path, because the parent 
substrings are distributed to child substrings. B)  A set of 
frequent substrings can be covered by a set of frequent max 
substrings.  These properties are exploited to reduce the 
number of substrings in FM mining.  As a result, all FM are 
showed on the resulting FST structure.  Therefore, all 
possible frequent substrings can be derived from the FM 
because the FM contains all possible frequent substrings 
while less space is required to keep the FM.  In addition, the 
index file can be built from the resulting FST structure that 
shows all FM with their frequencies and list of positions. 
This technique is easy to implement and uses less space. 
The frequencies and list of positions in FST will be 
important in ranking text documents or web pages. Such 
information enables fast and accurate information retrieval. 
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For our proposed FST, the definition is as follows.
B. Definition of FST structure 
    A set of all suffixes of an n-length string T or S[si…sn];
where 1  i  n,   is a set of substrings of string T that 
starts at position i and ends at position n [29]. 
The FST structure of n-length string T is tree structure that 
represents all suffixes of string T starts with root node and 
ends with n leaf nodes.  Also ‘$’ is appended at the end of 
string T.  $, the terminating symbol, is added to show the end 
of string T and to make all suffixes of string T different from 
each other.  Therefore, all suffixes of string T contain $ at 
the n different ends of the FST structure.   
FST structure also shows all substrings with their 
frequencies and positions in string T.   
 Edge is a symbol or a character that is an element of the 
character set. Each edge starts with the same character, and 
then an extra character is added at each edge.   
 A node is used to represent a substring with frequency 
and list of positions (or .pos). The position is the end 
position of each substring of string T. The depth of each 
node represents the increased length of the substrings. All 
leaf nodes keep suffixes with their frequencies and positions 
of suffixes.   
IV. ALGORITHMS
A. The traditional algorithm 
    Suffix trie structure [30] is the traditional method to 
enumerate all possible substrings from a given string but it 
only records substrings without their frequencies of 
occurrence. On the other hand, the pattern trie [18] keeps the 
starting position of substrings but it does not keep their 
frequencies. Therefore, this paper uses frequent suffix trie or 
FST and frequent max substring mining technique [14] to 
find the long substrings that are likely to be the key terms of 
the web page contents as well as their frequencies and list of 
positions. This is mainly based on the assumption that the 
substrings that occur frequently in the web page contents 
should be the important keys of web pages.  
The following example illustrates the construction of 	
FST structure representing all substrings of Thai string using 
the traditional algorithm to enumerate all suffixes of the 
string.  
Let string T = 
1)Append $ to the string and define the position of each 
character in the string. 
2) Enumerate all suffixes of the string 
3) All suffixes are used to create the FST structure, as 
shown figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. The FST structure for string T = 
From Figure1, frequent max substrings are obtained by 
the following steps.  
1. Enumerate all substrings of string T using the FST 
structure. 
2. Search the set of frequent substrings whose frequencies 
are greater or equal to the frequency threshold from the 
FST structure.  
3. Find the frequent max substrings from frequent 
substrings set. 
From the above algorithm, it is clear that to find all frequent 
max substrings, we must firstly enumerate all substrings, 
follow by searching the set of frequent substrings and 
frequent max substrings.  To do this, a large memory has to 
be used to keep all substrings.  In order to reduce the amount 
of memory used, we reduce the number of substrings by 
using the following two reduction rules: (1) reduction path 
rules  
using the given frequency to check search termination, (2) 
reduction path rules using super-substring definition.  
B. Efficient algorithm [27] 
   This algorithm uses the two reduction path rules to reduce 
the number of substrings.  It also uses heap data structure to 
support computation. As an example, the steps for finding 
frequent max substrings for a given string T with the 
frequency 2 using this algorithm is given below. 
Let string T = 
And the given frequency= 2 
1. Enumerate the 1-length substrings with their 
frequencies, and then select frequent substrings. 
Substrings, frequency and position transaction (.pos) are 
kept in Min Heap structure sorted by order of 
occurrence in the string. The prior substrings can have 
more frequent max substring than later substrings. 
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2. Enumerate the child substrings of a substring in Min 
Heap to process, and select only frequent child 
substrings. Min Heap structure will then be updated by 
using deletion rule. The deletion rule checks which 
child substrings are super-substrings of substrings in the 
Min Heap structure. If the frequency of substring in Min 
Heap minus the frequency of super-substring is less than 
defined frequency, the substring will be deleted from 
the Min Heap structure and frequent child substrings are 
inserted in Min Heap by considering two rules; (1) 
substring will be inserted to Min Heap structure ordered 
by the occurring position on string T, (2) if the first 
position of the substring is equal to the first position of 
an existing substring in Min Heap, a substring is 
inserted in the last position in the same group. The 
processed substrings are deleted from Min Heap. The 
other substrings will be processed until Min Heap is 
empty. 
3. Mine frequent max substring by selecting substrings 
having no super-substrings from set of substrings in Min 
Heap. 
From above steps, the FST structure is shown figure 2  
Fig. 2. The FST structure using the efficiency algorithm. 
     Figure 2 shows the FST structure that contains some 
frequent substrings and all frequent max substrings. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes using FM algorithm to extract index 
terms from Thai texts.  As the amount of electronically 
stored information in Thai language has been growing 
rapidly in the past few years, information extraction (IE) and 
information retrieval (IR) for Thai language are becoming 
more and more important.  IE has become one of the most 
essential techniques for extracting index terms from Thai 
texts in information retrieval.  Our algorithms based on 
information extraction that will be able to specify index 
terms using less storage space to support constructing the 
index.  The algorithm is aimed for Thai language, but it can 
also be used with any language in which words are not 
explicitly delimited.  Our algorithm uses an improved suffix 
trie structure, called FST structure. FST structure is 
exploited to reduce the number of computations using two 
rules.  This has improved over the original algorithm in term 
of memory storage space, computing efficiency and 
scalability.  
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